Abstract: This study portrays the present social trends of the educational system against the background of the transformation of the social institutions that emerge as a result of the general changes to the social paradigm. These transformations have a direct impact on questions over classical humanistic ideals and educational goals relating to the social perceptions of the status of educated people. The aim of this study is to discuss the conditio postmoderna in the education system following the Declaration of Bologna, especially emphasising the thinking of K. Liessmann and G. Lipovetsky. This study also indicates the paradoxical effects of the reform process and compares them with classical ideals of the educated.
"content rich" ideas of the Enlightenment and to highlight the imperfection of purely formalised conception 2 .
We have to realise that education requires society. As Herbert Marcuse remarked [Kellner 2009 ], we must note that it is precisely the internal political factor in education which arises from the transcendental nature of reasonnot only metaphysical, but also empirical transcendence in the realistic possibility that life can be protected, i.e. social and political transcendence. In his lecture on higher education he uttered the following memorable statement: "We cannot change education and scholarship, if we do not change the society which gives them their goals" [p. 33] .
On the other hand we have to say against Marcuse that this relation is not one-way. Society is equally dependent on the level of scholarship as it is to the degree which scholarship dictates it is so [see Fichte 1971: 25] . Society past and present both share something in common. As Marcuse maintains, technological crowd control and the traditional method of distinguishing between words and acts are becoming inadequate to the extent where words are considered to be effective propaganda, which aggressively and destructively stimulate man, while on the other hand they desensitize him to brutality and deception. Thus only education may allow the barriers protecting the individual and society from oppression and discrimination to be extended.
Many authors [see Volkers 2007: 15] have long been attempting to point out that, where education is concerned, what is important is not the formalities that govern the methodology, nor the criteria for assessing the formal aspects, that tell us nothing about the quality nor the accredited studies, but only the immeasurable aspect of cultivating people's spirits. Even today there are many different ideas on the theme of 'European' education, which aim to reveal the connections that create the context of the age with the purpose of highlighting the socio-cultural conditionalities of the deep metamorphosis of the social structures [see Egger, Hackl 2010: 123] . This metamorphosis completes the historical process initiated during the Renaissance and Enlightenment epochs that influenced the majority of public institutions in the second half of the 20 th century. The education system and education were affected to such an extent and so intensely that it is increasingly clear now that the education sphere is at the very least a litmus test of these changes, if not the catalyst -should we incline to such an opinion.
Education as deconstruction or the deconstruction of education?
The last bearer of the culture of a content-focused education, seen as a social ideal, was the townsfolk of the 19 th century, who quietly left the historical scene under constant debilitative attack of the intellectual avant-gardes of literary, dramatic or creative -isms. "The educated townsfolk, who for a certain period of time had entrenched themselves not only as a state but who had also more or less set the whole cultural tone of bourgeois society that became the defining criteria of education as such, had already disappeared" [Liessmann 2008: 47] . Throughout the 20 th century, education began building on radically different concepts from those that had previously existed. The ancient-medieval (and also early-modern) paradigm ordo -order, which arranges the universe according to its intelligible structure of eternal, universal, objective laws, was in the 20 th century definitively substituted by the paradigm of discursus -in which the organisation of the universe is not given, nor is it eternal nor objective -it is the result of social dialogue and agreement. The structure of reality has now become the story of the age, the narrative product of a social discussion of cultures and subcultures. Reality is no longer revealed, sought after and known -reality is created, constructed in a discourse. Reality is discourse and discourse is reality. Statics is substituted by process -a story, which emerges in discourse, a never-ending flow and reality with its developing plot demands ever new constructions, which are associated with the deconstruction of the previous contents and forms. They promote the idea that deconstruction is that which enables re-construction and the 20 th century is fascinated by deconstruction -it must be removed in the name of making room for new creations. It is imperative always to begin from the green meadow and the story of education has to be an exemplary case in the narrations of our times. (The current practice of adopting new evaluative criteria for the department of education with each new government is fully in accordance with the spirit of the time.) Liessmann talks of the systemic character of the society-wide deconstructive mania in the education sphere, which all institutional levels of the social hierarchy participate in: "The dissolution of the Humboldtian humanistic grammar schools and universities, the dismantling of the bureaucratic state in association with trimming down the state and the gradual changes in teaching staff illustrate the political-educational and civic aspects of this process" [Liessmann 2008: 47] . Deconstruction focuses on the content of understanding, which is losing significance and the system of knowledge which no longer refers to anything is becoming a dead memorial to previous forms of scholarship. The knowledge heritage of civilisation has become a decoration or backdrop to the historical educational projects, behind which lies nothing. The result of this deconstruction in education is a strange cultural neologism, which Adorno identified as sciolism. In terms of educational policies, the 1960s were a time of hectic reforms that barely hid the symptoms of Adorn's diagnosis. Yet the institutionalisation of mass culture [see Adorno 2009] (branded as a democratic movement or the opening up of the education system to everyone) tried to preserve the shell of normativity in the conception of education. Behind which the content void had already started to spread as a natural consequence of the postmodern process of the erosion of the classical ideal of culture that was, more or less, spontaneously operating in the background. Liessmann comments on this phenomenon:
"Much of that which was subordinated to the term didactics was conducted according to the simple principle: Weed out and trim the content of classical education... All these strategies were motivated by the attempt to save at least something of education, even though it eventually led to the corruption of education, its updating and medialization" [Liessmann 2008: 49] .
In the end, the deconstruction process turned against the principles of progress and this turnaround to the auto-deconstruction of modernism became known as postmodernism. Of course, this had an impact on the forms of education.
Postmodern discourse -era of emptiness Gilles Lipovetsky, a late 20 th century French philosopher, was concerned with the society-wide phenomenon of what he calls emptiness; he does not simply attend to the structure-content dimension of this phenomenon, but tries to capture the whole social mood or atmosphere that permeates the organism of western culture. Emptiness, he believes, spreads throughout all the spheres -affecting science, power structures, work, the family, church and, last but not least, the education system. Social institutions, which used to represent absolute untouchable principles, have lost their function as a source of dynamism of social events because nobody trusts them anymore [see Lipovetsky 2003: 50] .
Lipovetsky warns of a seeming paradox relating to the advancing emptiness which affects the essential social structures:
"A wave of indifference is spreading, it is depriving institutions of their one-time fame and at the same time it is removing the ability to emotionally stimulate. Although the system works, the institutions multiply and develop, it is all somehow in vain, with no sense, and they are governed merely by 'experts'. Who would like to add meaning and value to something where apathetic emptiness is in control?" [Lipovetsky 2003: 51] .
According to Lipovetsky, the system, in which all the social processes of western culture in the postmodern era play out, floats in an indifferent state of gravitationless value. Relating to the new style of apathy, he explains, is a postmodern emptiness that has nothing in common with the nihilism of the 19 th century, which was an active cultural phenomenon and which, in its essence, was a manifestation of a fully modern revolt (in Nietzsche's words, "philosophising with a hammer"). As such it was an advocacy of certain values, an active expression of attitude. The attribute of postmodernism is passivity and indifference. The postmodern phase is characterised by the deregulation of individualism of choice, the variation in life styles and the loss of really effective social institutions [see Lipovetsky 2005:78] . Despite this, the Apocalypse is not going to come -Lipovetsky does not think that the collapse of ideals and the loss of meaning have led to anxiety, absurdity or pessimism. That would be too emotional and dramatic, like the reverse side of hectic social enthusiasm. It would simply be the state of a vision with the symptoms of "religious and tragic" remains [Lipovetsky 2003: 52] and as such would not correspond to the mass explosion of apathy, which is dissolving the sharp contours of contrasts and the categories of progress or decadence, thus acknowledgments or negations are losing their declarative value: "In the era of observation contrasts such as truth and falsehood, beauty and ugliness, reality and illusion, meaning and nonsense are wiped away, their contrasts assuming clear boundaries. Our metaphysicians and antimetaphysicians may pardon us, but we will come to understand that now we can only live without goals and without meaning in a kind of sequence of flashes of lightening, of that which is new" [Lipovetsky 2003: 54] . This is the result of mass historical disillusionment with the grand humanistic values which, despite the utopian promises, have not protected us from the tragedies of the absolute dehumanisation of a global dimension in the shape of two World Wars. Following this utter disillusionment with the ecstasy of construction, scepticism set in and the values of modernism, progress, growth, cosmopolitanism lost their utopian social-mobilizing impulse. The revolt became a hollow cliché [see Lipovetsky 1999: 174] .
The explosion of consumerism in the second half of the 20 th century, during which warnings were to be heard time and again, can be interpreted as the mass hypercompensation for the loss of meaning of existence and the uprooting of tradition and spirituality. Lipovetsky, however, rejects this notion. With the demise of metaphysics, the mass bulimia of sex, sensations and ego-satisfaction are no longer an attempt to compensate by filling up the existential gap. [see Lipovetsky 2003: 52] . The phenomenon, that Lipovetsky refers to, is not Frankl's existential vacuum -rather it is a value vacuum. Following the blanket equalization of values, society no longer recognizes priorities, an unequivocal codification or even a centre. We are witness to the erosion of authority wielded by collective norms [see Lipovetsky 2005:78] . The only thing that is given the green light is the continual choice of a series of equally weighted stimulations. Lipovetsky sees this as the source of a postmodern indifference that is caused by being sated by stimulations [see Lipovetsky 2003: 56] . The trend is to shock, at least for a while, but it becomes ever harder. The apathetic dampening down copies the paradoxical effect of alternating the information given, so that each new spectacularity drowns out the previous one simply for it to be swallowed up by the next. There is ever more information at an increasingly faster rate [see Lipovetsky 2003: 56] .
In much the same way, Liessmann describes the state of culture, which has weeded out the remains of the hierarchy of values from the soil of the bourgeoisie:
"With the disappearance of the bourgeois canon and its substitution with the concurrently valid existence of all aesthetic opinions and the transformation of culture into a life-style, the previous civic culture has become a narrow segment of the global culture of experience which is no longer able to provide the shape and content to the remaining civic life values" [Liessmann 2008: 39] .
With the relativisation of the content of knowledge, there has also been a relativisation of values, to such a degree that the very category of values is now questionable -a category which was traditionally closely connected to education.
Marketing of values and postmodern education
Lipovetsky believes that the inflation of values is most noticeable in the education sector. One of the indicators of this process is the dramatic collapse of the social status of teachers:
"It is most apparent in education, where, in the space of a few years, the status and authority of teachers has almost completely disappeared. What the teacher says is no longer sacrosanct; it has become dumbed down to the level of what the media says and the education system has become a set of gears whose performance thwarts the apathy emerging from a lack of con-centration and from an open scepticism towards those in charge. This leaves the teachers baffled" [Lipovetsky 2003: 54 -55] .
The lack of interest and motivation shown by students has led to attempts to make the educational process more attractive. Innovation is a must at any cost and greater liberalism, more partnerships and further pedagogic research have to be introduced. Paradoxically, the consequence of such boundless accommodation towards the students is a growing apathy and indifference [see Lipovetsky 2003: 55] . It is evident that Rogers' educational reforms 3 involving a client-centred approach have after the initial wave of enthusiasm caused a certain amount of confusion. In postmodern education, the question inevitably arises as to WHO the client of education is and to whom education aimed at? It reminds us of the old anthropological question about the nature of man. Lipovetsky's postmodern student "resembles a TV viewer, who switches between different programmes 'in case there is something good on', or a consumer who fills up his trolley, or a holidaymaker who cannot decide between a Spanish beach or a Corsican camp." [Lipovetsky 2003 : 59] He has been socialised by the system in which there is a flood of choices on offer and standardised self-service. Postmodern man is moving towards a distinctive and sophisticated individuality that is the product of a systematic and planned progression towards the atomisation of society:
"No institution, from the media to production, from transport to consumerism has escaped the scientifically examined strategy of separating things, that already has a promising future relating to the progress made in the long-distance transfer of information. In a system based on the principle of 'non-violent' isolation, ideals and public values can only decline. All that is left is the ecstasy of 'personal' freedom. We are coming to the point at which there is an excessive concentration on the private sphere and as a result the public space is undergoing passivization" [Lipovetsky 2003: 60] .
Atomisation, in its deconstructing process, has come up against individualism as the last indivisible segment of social reality. Thus the individual is now negotiating his/her sovereign sui juris -autonomy. The social system has been turned upside-down and the social vitality that once exuded from the key public institutions is now shifting towards the centre of the private world of the individual. It is now the individual who controls social interactions according to the principle of individualistic syncretism, which manifests itself in the arbitrary selection of narcissistic self-service [see Lipovetsky 2003: 57] . Socialization, as a developmental stage in personal identity formation, is as of now operating according to the reverse model -the environment is adapting to immature individuality and personality is therefore continually changing the sequence of indifferent kaleidoscopic combinations [Lipovetsky 2005: 79] . Thus, the institutions of education find themselves in a peripheral position operating as hypermarkets, whose task it is to offer the most far--ranging of choices to the customer -a student who constantly changes his mind (the time is not far off when universities will offer, in fashion industry style, a seasonal collection of education). Education is most certainly joining the service industry.
Lipovetsky talks of a flexible, economic socialisation [see Lipovetsky 2007: 39] which is indispensable to the functioning of modern capitalism, based on endless new combinations of styles, products and offers. Traditional value schemes or customer loyalty to a favoured producer no longer stand in the way. Instability and innovation are accelerating the speed of market mutations [see Lipovetsky 2003: 60] .
Lipovetsky considers the question of why a system that requires indifference should constantly do battle for education. Is this not a paradox? Is the system working against itself? Lipovetsky believes not; since postmodern education itself by its own design generates this mass apathy. He believes that education serves to produce an economically motivated normalisationit produces an utterly flexible individual, required by the current form of market management. Liessmann has also taken note of this shift towards economic-production trend in education:
"Those who suppose that they are on the crest of a time wave, no longer speak of education to refer to the individual and to the development of his/her abilities, but to refer to 'knowledge management'. It is no longer about education but about knowledge that can be produced as a raw material, sold, bought, managed and thrown away. It is about…a shallow patchwork of knowledge sufficient only to ensure that people are flexible to work and dispensable for the entertainment industry" [Liessmann 2008: 39] .
The management of education requires an enormous bureaucracy 4 at the political-administrative level, which over the last decade has reached the dimension of a supranational concern, projecting a wide-spread campaign of rationalisation and assessment. An administrative network of this size requires the constant inflow of a workforce educated in its own image, in this way it achieves the curiously effective recycling of education, whose parame-
ters have been established in order that it can be used uniformly and flexibly wherever and whenever. Liessmann says of the designers of industrial style education that: "It is apparently a thorn in their eye that people are able to gain an education that is general, continual, whose content is anchored in the traditions of great cultures, and that will not only shape itself, but also free them from the dictates of the time and fashion" [Liessmann 2008: 38] . The truly autonomous individual, who is not subordinated to marketing strategies, is a nightmare for the education coordinators at the beginning of the new millennium. "Educated people would be everything but the trouble-free, functioning, flexible, mobile and team-bound clones that many would like to see as the final product of the educational process" [Liessmann 2008: 38] .
Alternative education -education now
The strong-point and point of departure of Liessmann's analysis is the concept of society, which he refers to as the knowledge society. They best way of explaining this concept is through German author Dietrich Schwanitz's [1999] highly successful experiment that took place in both Germany and Austria. In the experiment, in both print and audio versions, the author referred to some key events, moments and historical figures that should be familiar to all. Unfortunately, this rather optimistic proposal simply shatters history into moments and then globalises them into recognised milestones [Nakamura, Hintersteiner, Scheidgen 2005: 48] . History then becomes a series of causally connected points and moments, but does not offer a deeper historical context or background. Schwanitz's project deals only with general historical circumstances and thus ignores the existence of the natural sciences as a part of general education. Following this, Peter E. Fischer undertook a similar project entitled Die Andere Bildung (An alternative education) -everything you should know about the natural sciences. One deals only with inaccurate information, the other with facts but with no context. Liessmann considers this to be the basis of the knowledge society. Knowledge per se is glorified; it is based on information rather than on understanding the context and details. 'The more we know, the more we understand' is the motto of a society based on information. Information is important to the extent that the more 'data' we have, the higher social status we can achieve.
In this society, it is characteristic that information is 'for sale' for pragmatic purposes, and in quantitative terms. This is most evident in the popular television show 'Who Wants to be a Millionaire?' The popularity of this game lies in its ability to attract our curiosity and because it appears to have an 'educational' content. The winner can be anyone -a student, a researcher or an ordinary person interested in history. Education has no value unless your information can be converted into money. Nonetheless, knowing whether Meditations was written by Descartes or Spinoza does not necessarily mean that we have an insight into the context of this classic Cartesian work. In this way, the ideal of the 'educated' man is shifting away from the sphere of particular, well-known problems and into the sphere of informatics, of shallow knowledge about all and nothing. "The more we swear by knowledge, the more it loses its value" [Liessmann 2008: 4] . In this age of the internet, everyone is an expert and everything can be found easily and in a flash on the internet. Often knowledge simply becomes a segment, a piece of itself. The relationship between knowledge and education is not equal in this society because wisdom and education are subordinated to knowledge.
The problem here in this case is that we are not being fair to the term 'knowledge'. Knowing something does not necessarily mean that you can find a fragment of something and store it away in a drawer of things that you know. Knowing something means being able to answer the question of whether something exists and of what it is like, and being able to connect causal contexts and circumstances. Knowledge is not about what lies in someone's head -and it is not something that can be acquired by simply anyone sitting in front of the television [see Liessmann 2008:25] . A person is able to learn some information but to understand and at the same time be educated means that we can ask ourselves: "What do I really know and do I really understand it? If we want to create a balance between our knowledge and our understanding we have to ask: What evidence do I have for my convictions? Is it reliable? Does it really prove that which it intends" [Bieri 2007 ]? With each question we progress. We are not satisfied with provisional and momentary truths but we continue on in our desire.
Perhaps the best example to explain this knowledge/education distinction is that provided by professor Bieri in one of his lectures [Bieri 2007] . He distinguishes between readers of non-fiction and readers of fiction. The reader who reads non-fiction will on reading have many different opinions and voices in his head. He will view the world differently, know it differently and be able to talk about it and see the context much more clearly, he will be able to link some facts and events together and see a certain causality. The reader of 'general' fiction will learn something else: he will feel able to talk about peoples' feelings, desires -that he is learning the language of the soul. He will find different paradigms of love and hate. He will discover new metaphors for mental activity. This is one, albeit not a full, definition of education: An educated person is someone who is able to talk about the world and himself in a better and more interesting way than simply reproducing some scraps of paper or fragments of thought. A person can be a bookworm or an encyclopaedist but that alone is not enough for him to be educated. It may sound paradoxical but it is the case and Liessmann is in agreement as well. Bieri goes slightly further -we cannot wear education out through use of the term 'humanism'. Nor is a humanistic an educated man. It was in a humanistic family that the Nazi leader Heinrich Himmler grew up, but can we say that he was educated? 5
Problem lies somewhere deeper
Liessmann searches somewhat deeper for the problem (as did the Frankfurt School before him). The 'society of knowledge', as he calls it, is a product similar to that of the former industrial revolution. Just as this revolution concealed some principles and natural driving forces, so too is the society of knowledge a very refined system, whose fundamental principle is the wellknown credit system and its instrument the questionnaire. All that is 'scientific' and 'educated' is measured in terms of performance; the most practical and visual sign of the "capitalization of the soul" to which Liessmann refers. The scientist becomes a 'worker' with a work scheme and defined targetsand this is true not only for the scientist but the pupil as well. Both, equally anonymously have lost any sense of what they are doing but they obediently follow the established rules [Liessmann 2008: 33] . The intended effect is not forthcoming, especially in terms of the original purpose of education and the entire education system.
The well-known Czech philosopher Břetislav Horyna once said something very similar and cogent in comparing the state of education in the Middle Ages and today as a radical deviation of the present education system. Universities and faculties now refer to their students using terms such as 'the client', which is indicative of an element of anonymity, commercialisation and superficiality. They use charts, software and assessment criteria, which are relegated above the true quality of the teacher. The author states: "Everyone, be they professor, student or academic officer, perhaps needs group training in order that they understand that their collective effort is only due to the university's title of excellence -just like second league football players they will or will not receive points for their publications, and through these points they will find themselves placed on curious charts that will give the true picture of their work…" [Horyna 2005 ].
Education as a whole has been reduced to chart rankings, yet the plethora of rating and ranking agencies means that the motto has become: no matter what our rating we must improve, otherwise we will not receive the level of state support we anticipate. Liessmann calls this the "blackmail economy". The attractiveness of a university lies in its rating. Thinking and motivation are strongly influenced by this concentration on the rating. The problem is not confined to universities, a similar system of competition can already be found at some secondary and primary schools (for instance the Slovak monitoring system). Interestingly, some schools move up and down the tables so often that the speed with which they are able to improve or deteriorate is rather curious. Thus we can only assume that the schools adjust to the standards and do their utmost to improve their position. The question is whether they are as interested in the content of education as well. Rapid improvement or deterioration of the university casts a very bad light on the quality of the measurements used in this education.
The universities have stepped up the pace and they are now publishing almost anything that features a simple or compound sentence. To the extent that it now seems that the current education system has been taken over by a religious ritual in which the main climax is the veneration of publications no matter what the book. Formalising this celebration in terms of the ambiguity of the venerated is very similar to the formalisation of non-specified study. The truth lies elsewhere. The main problem is that the venerated are the product of a speculatively refined system that does not allow its protégées free thought or that does not release the shackles on thinking and creativity, but unjustly punishes anything that is not part of the system. An example of this is that artists today (sculptors, painters, actors) are unable to break through into the system because their work is not just an article published in a journal with an ISBN number, requiring many citations, but is a complicated and carefully crafted work of art. We can no longer avoid the fact that on the basis of this publishing criteria, all those who do not have a recognized journal (e.g. in area of classical languages or orientalism)
6 cannot be published in Slovakia and thus remain in the background. These criteria are retrospectively applied by the universities and faculties once they see which spheres they have been successful in and which grants have been useful. They are then able to distinguish what is 'trendy' and how projects should be drafted and set up so as to gain funding from the Ministry [Liessmann 2008: 69] . The initial intention of the professor who receives funding is of no importance whatsoever, what matters is that he plays a part in it.
Grants represent a special and model stage in this circular system. In order to obtain a grant you must have already been published in journals that feature on the list of rankings and citations. Consequently, a 'citation cartel' has appeared at some universities and the number of substantial and well reviewed articles is not important, but the number of friends who cite you is. In order to obtain a grant you must have already led some funded research projects and if you are unable to obtain the grant from the ministry, you will be asked how many grants you were able to obtain at the time when your department was undergoing quality assessment. The vicious circle of lobbing keeps on growing and expanding.
Liessmann argues that even Immanuel Kant, one of the greatest German philosophers, who has influenced the worldwide development of philosophy, would not have been able to enter this system. Firstly, he undertook no visiting professorships and this would have seriously hindered his assessment as a professor and later even as head of the philosophy department. Kant published nothing for ten years except two articles that were printed in the local newspaper and would thereby have had no chance of succeeding according to the criteria drawn up for active lecturers. At the time, Kant's highly abstract writing attracted little attention, therefore he would not have received a sufficient number of citations [see Liessmann 2008: 62-63] . The question is: Is this because Kant was uneducated and he had no good lectures to offer?
Quantifying education paradigm
The current educational reforms began by unifying the education system. Moving to a unitary system always means simplifying the previously disparate collection of elements and thereby losing the fundamental attributes.
An apt example of this phenomenon in education is the credit system. A credit represents the quantified amount of effort needed to acquire what is taught (1 credit = 30 hours of learning). This illusion immediately reveals the somewhat off-beam orientation of the system. This is because the attempt is being made to measure education in different parts of the world using the same criteria. Thus, we are attempting to measure things that are dissimilar. The substance of that which is being measured is the number of credits rather than knowledge itself and student output in the form of new duties rather than an interest in study. The implementation of the new educational reforms has also resulted in a differentiation of level -in keeping with American trends the move is towards a BA degree now becoming the standard degree. Consequently, BA graduates are now considered to be highly educated people. The stand alone three-year degree guarantees neither the scientific basis nor the qualified nature of the curriculum.
University competition, despite the decreasing population, has led to an extension of education for people who would probably only have received a secondary education before the reforms. This expansion is simply a way for the universities to gain points in the battle over excellence and elite education. In this case, the level is not increasing but rather decreasing. What was once considered to be the value of a masters is now the level of a BA. The extent to which the individual levels of university education are being stratified and reconfigured means that the subject-matter is constantly being downgraded, limiting it to the most elementary of knowledge. Thus scholarship is expanding into a lifelong experience -doctoral students are simply graduates of masters degrees with certain levels of experience and research, teachers and pedagogues put themselves through retraining courses, courses on basic rhetoric, positive thinking, and even courses of 'domestic lace-making'.
Thus, the student has simply become a pawn and education a play mechanism in the education system. A person's education and profile is no longer important; what counts are the balance sheets, numbers, statistics and totals that will later be reflected in university funding. It is the number of graduates that influences the funding a university receives, not the level of education or level of these students. Certificates proving the completion of a study programme simply top the whole atmosphere of the 'student production line' which is concluded by satisfaction with the capital obtained.
Quantification is evident in the way that managerial techniques have penetrated into the educational sphere. Nowadays teachers receive a lifelong education in the form of various flash-courses given by managers of knowledge. Somewhat paradoxically these courses are led by people with lower levels of education and incomplete academic studies [see Liessmann 2008: 85] . Within this context, education is becoming an item-based capital of knowledge that has to be utilised and 'put into practice', effectively use time and resources, and make knowledge more 'economical' in terms of the initial deposit or cost. Knowing something is not important but knowing how to use it is. The value of such an investment, the initial stake in the education system to the student is returnable precisely in terms of the quality of a course at a specific university, which has already been assessed by the ranking agencies mentioned earlier. An important variable in terms of the investment is the degree of certainty associated with the university, whether it will be able to guarantee the course on offer for the next few years. The reality is that the parameters of accreditation have been established in such a way that students cannot be fully confident that they will be able to complete their studies and obtain degrees at their chosen universities. What is important is not who is teaching but who guarantees the course of study. What is important is not what subject the student chooses, but what practical benefits the student can expect to gain.
This shift in education signals (for those one who are still alert to it) that disciplines such as philosophy, archaeology or the classics will become completely uninteresting, if they are recast into more interesting and 'new subjects', where only traces of the original study material remain. In this sense, only subjects such as the 'geography of Greek language', 'business ethics' or 'tourism of biblical places' are important. The shift in content is clear. Material that was once original and challenging and that was learnt by 'sweating blood' has now become part of a very accommodating system with the minimum of stress, where the student no longer has to exert excess energy being fully aware that the faculty needs him in that discipline. The willingness to offer 'new, attractive and more useful' subjects is paradoxical when we compare the number of students who in fact continue to work in the field they studied.
Bureaucracy is on the increase to such an extent that it adds to the workload of both professors and students alike [see Liessmann 2008: 88] , who are no longer able to view study as an "adventure of ideas" /Whitehead/ but instead see it as a categorical imperative, recast in the form of a mechanism guaranteeing a very precise expression of this education. The system of satisfaction questionnaires and surveys simply adds to this image of managerial techniques and the management of knowledge (Liessmann) penetrating a sphere of something that is incommensurable and incomparable. The bureaucratic quantitative standards then become such an important phenomenon so as to be expounded as 'the excellence of the university.
Mania for excellence
The human sciences 7 find themselves in a rather paradoxical situation.
The scientific nature or quality of education can be assessed only according to the international standards of the cartel; however, in order to prove this requirement it must have a sufficient number of publications and activity abroad. The human sciences are in a hopeless situation. Not even the highest form of foreign testimonial can protect and rescue the spiritual sciences from this systemic monster that is aiming for the jugular. Respite lasts only for one year. The following year it will be even more painful and drastic for the spiritual sciences to 'establish themselves' on the knowledge market and prove their worth. Testimonials gained in this way are then incorporated into the title, which is itself rather amusing. The 'excellence' of a university is a title which does not relate to the history or long-term quality of the education, but to the quantitative parameters of assessment. The educational ideal during the time of the Enlightenment conveyed the idea that education was fundamentally open and accessible with the aim of seizing intellect, being released from irresponsibility, and attaining autonomy (sapere aude) [see Kant 1993:381] and it was directed at everyone. These days, the situation in the education system and the question of education is reserved only for 'certain' institutions, a 'chosen group' of educated people as if to remind us of the once peculiar phenomenon of Sophists and the rebellious Socrates. The Enlightenment not only brought with it desirable effects, for which we might praise it. We should also be aware of the negatives. Similarly, Liessmann refers to current practices of "neo-feudal capitalism" by their true name -anti-Enlightenment.
This 'competitive' notion of education based on the selection of the criteria of knowledge simply serves to guarantee some degree of survival of the religious sciences. Even this kind of survival is better than their total disappearance. The 'management of knowledge' as presented by these universities in essence means a new way of life-saving. Knowledge managers are new the successors to experts in the field of education, they have taken the place of former 'authorities' who are becoming 'leaders' and students who are becoming 'fellows'. Instead of knowledge, 'best practice' has become important. For the first time in history the 'potential use' of knowledge is being glorified regardless of the veracity of the knowledge.
Theories on the management of knowledge do not even offer similar concepts but rather a proficiency in the ambitious language of company consultancy. Methods of preparation, selection, structuring, interconnecting and presenting information in powerpoint format are declared to be strategic business tasks. It seems that these tasks can only be managed through reorganisation. We are therefore presented with the "heretical question: How can humankind have made such crucial progress in terms of knowledge at a time when they had not even the slightest inkling of knowledge"? [Liessmann 2008: 103] The terms 'excellence' and 'elite education' are employed in celebration of something that is nothing other than an obtuse way of managing the techniques that are supposed to convince everyone with their sophistication of their own ability to employ and manipulate the techniques and of the structure of the problems presented. They have no way of revealing to you the abil-ity as to how to answer a question or how to communicate the most basic, most sacred 'essence', which had to be achieved in a classic Socratic education.
Such non-materially obtained university capital is gaining material weight. As Karl Marx contended the significance of capital lies in the fact that it multiplies. Non-material values therefore begin relating to 'key, central functions' of university such as teaching, further education, research and development. Indicators weighted varyingly include the number of examinations and graduates, the numbers of students who will complete their studies, funding obtained through grants (external sources), various trips abroad, the number of female graduates or the student/teacher ratio or doctoral students and associate professors. The distribution of 'He will give / He gave' have become the main criteria of excellence and study. The most destructive and terrifying aspect is that these partly arbitrary, partly economic and partly ideological parameters, used to determine the indicators, operate as instances that control and direct the development of the university. Although knowledge cannot be added up, it does of course proscribe which kinds of activities are evaluated in positive terms and what is to be expected in the future. The balance sheet of knowledge forms the basis for employment contracts and the university budget is determined according to how things look after all has been calculated. Thus, at the end of the day only those activities, disciplines and courses that offer the best results and whose position is most promising from the perspective of the balance sheet will be strengthened.
The resounding collapse of the human sciences is therefore out of sight but is being presaged by a plethora of symbols -hiding beyond this all are the attempts of the Ministry of Education to institute reform. As Liessmann aptly notes, the society where knowledge really is the aim, goal or autonomy of each person is heading with increasing speed towards a society built on control, where all the structures and components are aimed at commands of a heteronomous nature. The era, directives and competitiveness require a compact network of control, evaluation, examination, adaption to target benefits; in addition, they require employment agreements and steering mechanisms, which for the freedom of science means nothing other than emptiness. "It is absurd that the statement 'There is no other way' should be one of the most used phrases of the era with which liberal ideology is most enchanted" [Liessmann 2008: 118] .
The reforms will never run aground. Their driving force is to create chaos and an uncontrollable situation; instead of order and organisation, they bring into life only disorder and leave behind emptiness.
Being faced with the present situation in education, you may hear provocative and slightly over-critical comments comparing the university tradition (in the not all that distant past) in which students came to study because of the teachers. As twilight falls on authority, this reason may seem a little primitive, but it is still the case that young people still seek out authorities worth following. Johann Gottlieb Fichte himself attracted almost three thousand new students when he started lecturing at the University of Jena.
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The question of education is a question of authority. In looking at the current education system, the following question must strike us: What makes young people study today? What else draws them to the universities -originally places of free creativity and thinking? We hope that not all of these young people have already absorbed the practices that are presented to them as criteria and that the majority at least are still curious and truly interested -these are the driving forces behind the search. In conclusion I propose the following thoughts on education. 1. Scholarship is about curiosity. If we kill the curiosity in someone, we rob him of the chance to form himself. "Curiosity is the unsated desire to sample all that exists in the world. It may take many different directions: up to the stars or down to the atoms and quantums; it may lead us from natural species to the amazing complexity of the human body and back to the history of the universe..." [Bieri 2005 ]. Scholarship is a complex phenomenon. 2. Education is something one does for oneself. To educate oneself is not the same as letting yourself be educated. Letting yourself be educated by someone else means having a goal and being able to do something. When we educate ourselves we want to become someone -we long to be someone. The aim of being educated by someone means having a certain know-how or the aim of achieving something. 'To educate yourself' is like love; both contain their aim within themselves. The indubitable sign of this education is that knowledge is not only about gleaning information or passing time pleasantly, nor is it a social decoration. It is something that may change us inside and our horizons. 3. Education is self-determination. Self-determination does not mean barricading yourself up in your internal fortress in order to escape from all other influences which may contain within them the poison of an unknown influence. No, it means distinguishing between the influences that separate me from myself and those which will free me. Self-determination may represent the ideal of the Enlightenment -the "will to power"(Nietz- . It is not a will above all others, but power over oneself. An educated person then is one who can find his way in the world. This orientation prevents us from becoming victims and undergoing degradation without being aware of our own dignity. In this sense "an educated person is one who is able to distinguish what is rhetorical facade and what is real thought" (P. Bieri). 4. Education is a moral sentimentality -éducation sentimentale -as the classics used to say -the erudition of the heart. 9 Education is the hard-tolearn skill of maintaining the balance between accepting something unknown and justifying your own moral vision. Maintaining this balance means that you are already educated. John Locke saw education in these terms since it is based on "moral education", on sensitivity which is its virtue. Thus we should "keep the body in strength and vigour, so that it may be able to obey and execute the orders of the mind" [Locke in Palmer 2001: 51] . The more versed a person is in the language of experience, the clearer he will perceive things. The more highly educated a person is, the more he will be able to empathise with the situation of another. 5. Education means knowing yourself. An educated person is thus someone who is self-aware and is familiar with the difficulties this awareness can cause. It is someone who carefully maintains and sceptically revises the image he has of himself, someone who is aware of the fragility of his essence and does not consider social identity to be commonplace. 6. Lastly: education means a poetic experience. It opens up new dimensions to us -of happiness, exhilaration and joy when we read poetry, think about paintings, listen to music. These new dimensions are open only to those who turn their inner ear towards culture. In this way they gain wings that lift them to sensibility and resolution, which urge them to act. They are people who feel disgust for lies, phrases, electoral promises, cliches and all other forms of insincerity (P. Bieri).
Conclusion
We have not analysed from a negative point of view perspectives on scholarship in this article. We have attempted to outline the basis of the postmodern transformations and versions of the traditional, philosophic views held by romanticism and post-romanticism on education, to examine their current state and (highlighting the globalisation of problem) to indicate the Fichte says something similar [Fichte 1971: 30] : "The final aim of every individual person as well as of society as a whole, and thus the final aim of all of the scholar's work for society, is the ethical improvement of the whole person". path they make take in the future. The use of universal assessment techniques has, not only in Germany and Austria but also in Slovakia, been associated with the introduction of misguided reforms. Alongside management techniques, the concept of 're-form' is becoming part of our thinking. The future of the religious and human sciences is dire. If current trends continue, we may be discussing ideas of "validity/invalidity" rather than "literacy/ /illiteracy" (N. Luhmann) but, worse than that, where upbringing is concerned we may as well discuss "buying/not buying".
